The Girl Rising Corporate Screening Program is an innovative and meaningful way to showcase your company’s dedication to social good and community engagement.

Anchored by an award-winning feature film, the Corporate Screening Program offers a unique opportunity for your company to excite your employees, clients and others in your community. With a suite of screening options, it is designed for companies big and small to highlight their commitment to women and girls.

Corporate leadership is essential to global advancement.

Social responsibility is integral to the business strategy of every forward-thinking organization, driving positive results in every sector from customer relations to employee satisfaction to public perception. Girl Rising has already inspired audiences globally, in screenings like those hosted by 25 of Fortune’s top 50 companies. Join these civic and corporate leaders in becoming a Mission Ally to Girl Rising and help tell the world about the critical importance of empowering girls. See the program levels below:

**ADVOCATE | $750**

You and your company are excited to share the important message that educating girls can change the world. You recognize that raising awareness is the first step to getting more girls in school, and you are ready to help fuel the movement! At the Girl Rising Advocate level, your company will receive the following:

- A copy of Girl Rising for a one-time screening of the film.
- Support from the Girl Rising team as you plan your screening events.
- Access to the Girl Rising event-planning guide and marketing materials, to help make your screening a success!
LEADER | $5,000
You’re ready to join the community of corporate leaders who stand up for girls, speak out on their behalf, and help them rise. You and your company are ready to share the simple truth that educating girls transforms societies. At the Girl Rising Leader level, your company will receive the following:

- Copies of Girl Rising for a 30-day screening license (10 screening limit).
- Access to the Girl Rising event-planning guide and marketing materials, to help make your screening a success!
- Introduction of the film from a Girl Rising producer via video conference (1 screening limit).
- Support from the Girl Rising team as you plan your screening events.
- Acknowledgment on girlrising.com as a Mission Ally.

CHAMPION | $15,000
You and your company can be champions for girls’ education. By mobilizing your network, you can highlight, celebrate and advance the lives of girls around the globe by raising awareness about the challenges they face every day. At the Girl Rising Champion level, your company will receive the following:

- Copies of Girl Rising for a 90-day screening license (unlimited screenings).
- Personal consultation with the Girl Rising team to evaluate potential opportunities for your employee engagement in partnership with the Girl Rising campaign.
- Access to the Girl Rising event-planning guide and marketing materials, to help make your screening a success!
- Introduction of the film from a Girl Rising producer via video conference (1 screening limit).
- Support from the Girl Rising team as you plan your screening events.
- Acknowledgment on girlrising.com as a Mission Ally.

CHANGE-MAKER | $25,000
You and your company can use the power of storytelling to be changemakers. By supporting the Girl Rising Campaign you can help raise awareness about the critical importance of educating girls and advance the cause of educational equity. At the Girl Rising Changemaker level, your company will receive the following:

- Copies of Girl Rising for a 6-month screening license (unlimited screenings).
- In-person speaking engagement with a Girl Rising producer who will introduce the film and lead a post-screening discussion and Q&A. (Please note: speaker fee waived, travel and accommodation to be paid for by company, 1 screening limit).
You and your company can be revolutionaries. By exposing your corporate community to the important messages of Girl Rising, you offer them the opportunity to engage in one of the most important causes of our time. Raising awareness about the barriers girls face, such as early marriage, gender violence and financial illiteracy, is a vital step toward eliminating them. At the Girl Rising Revolutionary level, your company will receive the following:

- Copies of Girl Rising with a 1-year screening license (unlimited screenings).
- Access to special Girl Rising short videos and other content.
- In-person speaking engagements with a Girl Rising producer introducing the film and leading a post-screening discussion and Q&A. (Please note: speaker fee waived, travel and accommodation to be paid for by company, 2 screening limit).
- Featured promotion for your company’s screenings and events on Girl Rising social media platforms.
- Personal consultation with the Girl Rising team to evaluate potential opportunities for your employee engagement in partnership with the Girl Rising campaign.
- Access to Girl Rising event-planning guide and marketing materials to help make your screening a success!
- Support from the Girl Rising team as you plan your screening event.
- Acknowledgment on girlrising.com as a Mission Ally.